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Social Data Browsing
by Lev Manovich, February 12 2006
Consider the following paradox. The same few decades of the nineteenth century that gave us the
most detailed artistic representations of human emotions and inner feelings, including romantic
love, also saw the rise of statistical and sociological imagination. While Flaubert and Tolstoy were
putting the emotions of their heroines under the artistic microscope of their prose, a different
paradigm was emerging in which the individuals were nothing but dots contributing to a social law,
a pattern, or a distribution. In 1838 August Compte coined the term 'sociology' for the new
discipline that was to study the laws governing the life of society. (He also proposed the term 'social
physics'). According to another founder of the discipline, Emile Durkheim, sociology is the science
concerned with 'social facts' - phenomena that have an independent and objective existence
separate from the actions of the individuals. In his major work Suicide (1897) Durkheim set out to
demonstrate how such seemingly individual acts as suicides in fact follow general statistical
patterns and can be explained in terms of structural forces that operate in society at large.
Compare this to Anna Karenina (1877) where Tolstoy meticulously follows the last hours and
minutes of Anna's life with a kind of anti-sociological gaze - looking at her not from the outside as a
social scientist, but on the contrary, depicting how the outside world appears as seen by her.
In general, representational art has depicted individuals rather than social groups, classes, and
institutions. Even in the case of modern realist literature and painting, including socialist realism,
which consciously aimed to represent social types and classes, what the writers and painters
actually show us are individual human beings. In other words, regardless of whether a painting or a
sculpture is named 'worker', 'farmer', 'miner', etc., it shows a single concrete individual. And when
artists have tried visually to represent really big groups, the typical result has been a crowd in which
individual differences are hard to read. The same relationships between the zoom function and the
level of detail holds today - consider the individual figures in Mathew Barney's The Cremaster Cycle
versus the groups of veiled women in the films by Shirin Neshat, or the panoramic views of
Andreas Gursky which reduce individuals to swirling dots.
It appears that we may be dealing with some essential characteristic of art. Or maybe this limitation
is simply a general characteristic of all images in general - their inability to represent abstract
concepts and logical relationships. After all, if in the course of evolution human species developed
two different representations systems - one linguistic and one image-based - it would make sense
that they should complement each other, and that images would not do what language does best.
But what if this limitation is simply a result of the representational techniques that artists had at their
disposal? Consider, for instance, how the techniques of films invented in the first two decades of
the twentieth century - editing and different types of shots - have allowed film directors to alternate
between close-ups showing individuals and long shots showing the groups to which these
individuals belong. Given this example, what can we expect from computers? Can computer media
be used to create artistic representations that link the individual and the social without subsuming
one in the other, i.e. the particular in the general? If we consider the range of computer techniques
available for organising and viewing data, things look quite encouraging. We can switch between
multiple views of the same data, traverse the data at different scales, and move between multiple
media linked together. And we can do this in near or close to real time. We can also instruct
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software to search through and mine very large amounts of data - such as the data produced by
the millions of real people who engage in online chat, write blogs, send emails, upload their photos
on Flickr and so on. What types of representation can be created if we combine these computer
techniques and new ways of gathering data as well as of structuring and displaying it?
Although The Dumpster by Golan Levin (working with Kamal Nigam and Jonathan Feinberg) can
be related to traditional genres such as portraiture or documentary, as well as established new
media genres such as visualization and database art, it is something new and different. I would like
to call it a 'social data browser'. It allows you to navigate between the intimate details of people's
experiences and the larger social groupings. The particular and the general are presented
simultaneously, without one being sacrificed to the other.
The Dumpster application window shows a large 'crowd' of circles at the same time. While in a
typical painting individual differences would be lost at this scale, here you can click on any circle
and read the corresponding blog fragment. And this is just a beginning. Consider the way in which
Levin structures the navigation. In typical hypermedia you move horizontally between pages or
scenes connected by links. In typical information visualisation you 'move upward', so to speak from the level of individual data to larger patterns that become visible when the numerous data
points are turned into a single image or a shape. But in Levin's group portrait, you are encouraged
to navigate both horizontally, vertically, and diagonally between the particular and the general. You
can, for example, simply click on different circles, jumping from one breakup case to another and
randomly explore the overall data space. Or you can explore the circles that are similar in color which means that the corresponding postings are similar in some ways. Or you can explore the
circles that have an opposite color and thus belong to a different grouping. In short, the seemingly
incompatible points of view of Tolstoy and Durkheim - the subjective experience and the social
facts - are brought together via the particular information architecture and navigation design of The
Dumpster.
But if we simply limit ourselves to describing the work as it appears visually, we will miss the crucial
characteristics of the social data browser constructed by Levin. We need to consider how the data
presented in The Dumpster was obtained and processed before it was presented to us. Using a
variety of methods, Levin and his collaborators have filtered the huge data space of online blogs
isolating the postings from 2005 where teenagers narrated their breakups. The result was 20,000
postings describing 'confirmed' breakups. These postings were subjected to further analysis in
order to derive various metadata about them: reasons for the break-up, who broke up with whom,
the age and sex of the author, as well as their emotional state. Most of this metadata was not
explicitly contained in the postings but is inferred with a high degree of probability by the project's
authors.
The result is a group portrait appropriate for the age of data mining, large databases, and global
surveillance programs such as Echelon. The group 'painted' by The Dumpster did not commission
this portrait itself but rather was created by the artist by searching though the digital traces that
people leave online. The ordering of individual members within this very large group of 20,000
people is the result of mathematical analysis. As a result, each individual breakup experience
becomes a point in a multi-dimensional space that we are invited to explore. In short, we are invited
to mine the data prepared by the project's authors who used sophisticated computer methods.
More than two decades ago, William Gibson accurately predicted the cyberculture of the 1990s
with its idea of virtual navigation through data. By naming his recent novel Pattern Recognition,
Gibson points to the new period we are living in now. It is a period when more prosaic but ultimately
more consequential ways of exploring data have come to the forefront, including search engines
available to the masses and data mining as used by companies and government agencies. The
Dumpster uses industrial strength data gathering and data analysis strategies that normally are not
easily accessible for single individuals to show how they result in new kinds of social
representations.
Lev Manovich is a Professor of Visual Arts, University of California, San Diego and a Director of
The Lab for Cultural Analysis at California Institute for Telecommunications and Information
Technology. He is the author of 'Soft Cinema: Navigating the Database' (The MIT Press, 2005),
and 'The Language of New Media' (The MIT Press, 2001).
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THE DUMPSTER, AMORE AMARO AI TEMPI DI INTERNET
Txt: Domenico Quaranta

Partiamo dalle presentazioni. The Dumpster è un progetto online lanciato il giorno
di San Valentino, che visualizza, con un'interfaccia accattivante realizzata con
Processing, una impressionante mole di dati risucchiata dall'universo dei blog e
relativa a gente – di solito adolescenti - che è stata lasciata nell'ambito di una
relazione affettiva.
Il suo autore è Golan Levin, che ha concepito e realizzato il progetto con Kamal
Nigam e Jonathan Feinberg, due programmatori di alto livello (il primo lavora per
Intelliseek e Google, il secondo per IBM). Accompagnato da un testo di Lev
Manovich, The Dumpster è supportato da Intelliseek e costituisce il primo frutto di una join venture tra Whitney
Museum e Tate Online destinata a produrre altri due progetti online (The Battle of Algiers di Marc Lafia e FangYu Lin e Screening Circle di Andy Deck, in programma per marzo). Come dire, un progetto coi numeri, che si
presta a essere analizzato non solo nello specifico dei suoi contenuti, ma anche come vero e proprio fenomeno.
L'interfaccia fornisce infatti diversi livelli di accesso a una massa di dati veramente enorme: qualcosa come 20.000
casi di storie d'amore interrotte, avvenuti nel 2005 e raccontati nei blog.
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Nella parte centrale volteggiano circa 200 bolle, con un colore che varia dal blu scuro al rosso acceso; se ne
selezioniamo una, diventa gialla, mentre sulla destra dello schermo compare il testo corrispondente e attorno a essa
si raccolgono le bolle più luminose (che raccontano storie simili in qualche cosa a quella selezionata). La barra sulla
sinistra mostra, nella forma di puntini luminosi, tutti i contenuti del database, mostrandoci la posizione relativa di
quello da noi selezionato; in basso, una Timeline individua la data della "rottura", e visualizza il numero di rotture
avvenute nello stesso periodo.
Come nota Manovich, il social data browser di Levin consente una navigazione tridimensionale, ed è, già in questo,
un passo in avanti enorme rispetto alle tradizionali modalità di visualizzazione dati. Sempre secondo Manovich, il
progetto - descritto come un ritratto di gruppo aggiornato ai tempi del data mining, dei database e della
videosorveglianza - costituisce il punto d'incontro fra la tradizione del romanzo e quella dell'analisi sociologica, fra
Tolstoj e Durkheim.

In linea di principio, non potremmo che concordare con lui. Personalmente, dispiace un po' che questi dati "sporchi",
grondanti umanità, siano tradotti in un'interfaccia fredda, immacolata, impeccabile, che sembra aver poco a che fare
con la materia grezza cui attinge, che l'analisi sociale e la ricerca sociologica che stanno dietro al progetto diano vita
a un database costruito su una serie di luoghi comuni sull'amore e che infine manchi il riferimento alla fonte originale,
e quindi la possibilità di seguire le vicende umane a cui qui si accenna, cui si sarebbe potuto provvedere tramite un
semplice link.
In altri termini, mi sembra che i materiali archiviati in questo immenso database meritassero qualcosa di più caldo e
umano della leziosa interfaccia astratta di The Dumpster; e che la sintesi tra forma romanzesca e analisi sociologica
descritta da Manovich si risolva a discapito della prima. Il ritratto collettivo manca ancora di un volto, e deve ancora
conquistarsi l'umanità della Karenina evocata da Manovich. Forse Golan Levin non ne ha colpa. Forse è solo troppo
presto, e i nuovi media devono ancora conquistarsi quella complessità che permetterà di raggiungere gli ambiziosi
obiettivi alla base di questo progetto.

Ma c'è dell'altro. Vi accennavo prima parlando di fenomeno: The Dumpster sembra essere un esempio perfetto del
tipo di media art sostenuto oggi dal "gotha" dell'arte digitale, qui schierato quasi al completo. È un progetto
complesso, che ha richiesto un lungo periodo di elaborazione e il sostegno di grandi strutture come Intelliseek e
BlogPulse; esteticamente raffinato e piacevole, coniuga un riferimento evidente alla grande tradizione astratta a una
immediatezza che lo rende accessibile a un vasto pubblico (cui ammicca anche il lancio fissato per il 14 febbraio);
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non c'è traccia di ingenuità, di quell'approccio DIY che ha caratterizzato per tanto tempo la sperimentazione in Rete.
In altre parole, è un interessante progetto mainstream, con i pro e i contro che questo comporta. Nessuna critica in
questo: solo la presa di coscienza di un fenomeno in atto, iniziato già da tempo, attraverso un progetto emblematico.
Un progetto che merita soprattutto di essere letto, offrendo una variegata e spassosa antologia dell'amore amaro ai
tempi di Internet. Un esempio? Leggete questa: “ok me and my girfiend recenty broke up ya see i think it was cuz we
have diferent signs see im a sagitarius and she was a whore tune in for next weeks ;)”.

www.tate.org.uk/netart/bvs/thedumpster.htm
http://artport.whitney.org/commissions/new_commissions.shtml
www.intelliseek.com/
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THE DUMPSTER: Golan Levin with Kamal Nigam and Jonathan Feinberg, 2006
Internet project co-commissioned by Artport, The Whitney Museum Portal to Net Art, and
Tate Online
The Dumpster is the first of three commissioned projects that will be displayed at Artport and Tate
Online in February and March 2006, each one meant to showcase net art as central to the
conception of the museum as a networked, virtual institution. The text that follows is the first in a
series of articles discussing each project.
By AMBER LADD

The Dumpster is a portrait of romantic breakups that uses postings extracted from real blogs
(short for “weblog” - online journals kept up by multiple commentators and meant for general
public consumption), where teenagers’ relationships were discussed and in which one person
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has been “dumped” by another.
“Portrait” requires slight redefinition in this context, however. Net art is rarely representational,
and in combining the romantic woes of over 20,000 web users, one can hardly expect a
composite portrait of all of them. Yet a composite is exactly what Levin and his collaborators offer.
Using interactive features combined with abstract imagery, The Dumpster illuminates the
similarities, differences and patterns in these failed relationships resulting in both an analytic and
sympathetic view of romantic hardship.
Upon entering the project, bubbles in shades of red, orange, brown and black float on a
chiaroscuro background that fades from mauve to black. Click on a bubble, and an excerpt from a
blog appears in a text box on the right-hand side of the screen.
The bubbles recall champagne happiness, celebration, even giddiness. They are cathartic in their
movement, like a lava lamp. The bubbles convert to combinations of bright colors when the
mouse cursor hovers over them, but the over-all color scheme is intentionally reflective of the
Valentine’s day holiday - the date on which this project launched. Yet, the text reveals the
opposite of revelry. Some of the language is angry (“me and tre are broke up f*** him I am
finished with boys”), while some is more resigned or passive (“oh well what can you do about
it?”). Ironically, one entry even recounts how a blogger was dumped via e-mail.
Each successive click on a bubble displays a new text box that appears underneath the last, and
there is a string of dots connecting each text box to its relevant bubble. These connections and
succession of boxes create a stream-of-consciousness dialogue. This digital art work shows us
how all of us are linked together by our personal experiences of romantic pain.
The Dumpster uses ideas and themes common to net art. User interaction is essential to the
work’s success, collaboration essential to its creation (Levin developed most of the interface while
Kamal Nigam completed the data mining and analysis and filtering. Feinberg developed the
server-side backend of the project.). Additionally, the work uses technology to explore social
concerns, specifically, the process of the “social search” and its revelations as they relate to both
the individual and the general net community.
In his critical essay “Social Data Browsing” which analyzes The Dumpster, Lev Manovich,
Professor of Visual Arts, University of California, San Diego and a Director of The Lab for Cultural
Analysis at California Institute for Telecommunications and Information Technology, questions
whether computer media can be used to create artistic representations that “link the individual
and the social without subsuming one to the other.”
The question is relevant as it relates to current trends in the internet search field. Both Yahoo!
and Google have launched test versions of applications that allow a “social search.” With these
applications, users can create a personalized knowledge base or search engine by bookmarking
and caching copies of their favorite sites and assigning them to categories in a structured way.
Users can also search among their contacts’ knowledge base to obtain information that is more
relevant to him or her personally versus mining information from a general internet search.
News reports published on news.com on June 28, 2005 explain that the new Yahoo! and Google
applications were created to address three problems facing the online search market: Search
engines like Yahoo! and Google have a limited ability to answer opinion-based queries (What is
the best MP3 player?) with responses that capture the opinions of friends and authorities.
Compounding this is their inability to interpret the meaning of a user query (i.e. search for Apple
Records - the Beatles’ label- and you’ll likely get results for the more popular Apple Computers.)
Additionally, the new applications will connect users to new items that would be personally
relevant, which today’s general searches cannot accommodate. For example, if a user has a
history of searching fishing web sites and searched on the word “bass”, the search engine would
return fish-related results; if music is the forte, the “bass” search would return information on
musical instruments. Moving from the general to the specific, the personalized engine creates a
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portrait of the user and returns results reflective of the user’s interests.
Like Google and Yahoo!, The Dumpster takes a hefty amount of data search engine material and
allows the user to whittle it down to something relevant to his or her own interest.
The data used in the project was provided by Intelliseek (a company that provides services that
help other companies derive business and marketing strategies from data analysis) and mined
using its BlogPulse search engine. Words and phrases indicative of break ups (i.e. “broke up,”
“dumped me,” etc.) were entered into the engine and using custom language analysis software,
the text of each post was evaluated to determine different characteristics of the break up.
Users navigate this data not in a structured manner, but horizontally, vertically and diagonally
between the particular and the general. Gathering and displaying data in this fashion allows the
user to navigate between the intimate details of both individual experiences and larger social
groupings. Clicking randomly allows for exploration of individual experiences. Clicking on bubbles
of a certain size or color exposes the experiences of a group.
The result is not only a portrait of teenage angst or a glimpse into the sociology of teenage
romance; it is also further proof that consumer technologies and daily life have intertwined in
complex ways.

AMBER FOGEL, Associate Editor at artcritical, is a freelance writer living in Columbus, Ohio
Send comments for publication on this article to the editor
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What a cold dish to have served on
Valentine's Day:
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The Dumpster.
A portrait of romantic breakups
collected from blogs in 2005, and
launched Tuesday by the Whitney
Museum's Portal to Net Art. An overview:
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The Dumpster is an interactive online visualization that attempts
to depict a slice through the romantic lives of American
teenagers. Using real postings extracted from millions of online
blogs, visitors to the project can surf through tens of thousands
of specific romantic relationships in which one person has
"dumped" another. The project's graphical tools reveal the
astonishing similarities, unique differences, and underlying
patterns of these failed relationships, providing both peculiarly
analytic and sympathetically intimate perspectives onto the
diversity of global romantic pain.
The artists - Golan Levin, Kamal Nigam and Jonathan Feinberg
- teach at Carnegie Mellon, work for Google and have drummed
for They Might Be Giants, respectively.
The dumpers?
They're like the resilient Macey, who wrote:
i broke up with ethan. i feel bad about that but it just didn't feel
right between me and him ....BUT NOW IM GO IN OUT WITH
BRAD!!!!!!! I LOVE YOU BRAD !!!!!! IM SO HAPPY!
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Or the moving-on Danielle, who wrote:
I broke up with Randale. Good for me sad for him. I've got to do
last minute school shopping today, then i have to finish that
stupid book. Leave me comments.
The voice of the dumped? Devastated:
Hey guys well Bri broke up w/me ... ya im kinda bummed but ill
get over it. Anyway we lost to Hudsonville 1-0, it sucked cuz
Chad couldn't play goalie...
Not sure of the significance of the graphing, but Nov. 2 was a
big day for break-ups - 147 counted. I think a Metafilter poster
was onto something when she described the project as a
"frenetic social data browser with voyeuristic blog-sniffer."
Her post attracted this reaction from a Metalfilter reader: wow. a
horrible interface collecting contentless posts from 14 year old's
blogs. I've never seen so many bad ideas come together in one
place. This is truly an accomplishment.
But I loved PostSecret's home-made Valentine's.
Posted by Daniel Rubin at 06:00 AM in Modern Times
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Local authorities can learn from Tate Online take-up marketing trick
Articles / NGOs

Date: Feb 13, 2006 - 06:45 AM

The Tate gallery has created the facility for site vistors to send a loved one a Valentine’s e-card
featuring suitably romantic works such as Rodin’s The Kiss or Alphonse Legros’ Cupid and Psyche.
It's a smart piece of e-marketing from the time-honoured the 'member-get-member' camp - and
something which local authorities could adopt for 2007 as a concept to boost their own website's
appeal. If a local authority tied up with its local museums/galleries (using images of their artworks)
and ran a similar promotion across the homepage of its website, probably promoted using a teaser
campaign piggy-backing on existing posters and print materials - you can bet you'd see a massive
surge in council website traffic, some of which would convert into future regular usage.
In addition, you can also send an e-invitation for an event at Tate Modern featuring cabaret, film,
performance, music, cocktails, tapas, oysters and lots more.
From February 14, visitors to Tate Online can also view a new ‘net art’ work, co-commissioned by
Tate Online and the Whitney Museum of American Art. The Dumpster by Golan Levin with Kamal
Nigam and Jonathan Feinberg is an interactive information visualisation that plots the romantic
breakups of teenagers in 2005 using data collected from millions of online blogs. Something, perhaps,
for those couples who might not make it beyond the most romantic day of the year!
The Valentine’s Day microsite has added an extra dimension to the arts site, which is the UK’s No 1
art website, regularly attracting over 800,000 visitors a month. Through the provision of cutting edge
online technology, BT has worked with Tate to make art accessible for everyone and the recent
additions to the site demonstrate this rationale. In the past two years, Tate Online has won two
BAFTA interactive entertainment awards for online content. Visitor figures continue to grow and the
online gallery attracted over 7 million unique visitors in 2005.
Related links to this article:
Tate gallery
The e-cards are at this link

Winners of the e-Government National Awards 2005
The e-Government National Awards 2005, winners were presented with their awards on 25th January
- a series of organisations which have transformed services for their target stakeholders.
The winning case studies are at this link
The Awards were supported by the Cabinet Office e-Government Unit, the Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister, the Society of Information Technology Management (Socitm), and SOLACE (Society of Local
Authority Chief Executives and Senior Managers). Platinum sponsor was KPMG, and also sponsoring
were Jobsgopublic, Entrust, futurate.com, Guardian Recruitment Solutions, TES Jobs, and O2.
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The Dumpster is "an interactive online visualization that attempts to
depict a slice through the romantic lives of American teenagers. Using
real postings extracted from millions of online blogs, visitors to the
project can surf through tens of thousands of specific romantic
relationships in which one person has "dumped" another." Launched
yesterday at the Whitney. Frenetic social data browser with
voyeuristic blog-sniffer available here
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wow. a horrible interface collecting contentless posts from 14 year old's
blogs. I've never seen so many bad ideas come together in one place. This is
truly an accomplishment.
posted by blacklite at 4:55 PM PST on February 15

This makes my head hurt.
posted by Meredith at 5:04 PM PST on February 15

Do all 14 year-olds spell this poorly?
posted by brundlefly at 5:05 PM PST on February 15

Anybody have any clues regarding what needs to be enabled to see more
than just a grey rectangle?
posted by UbuRoivas at 5:08 PM PST on February 15

Isn't this morally wrong to steal from all these kids' writings? Not to mention
exploiting them.
posted by BobsterLobster at 6:12 PM PST on February 15

Isn't this morally wrong to steal from all these kids' writings? Not to mention
exploiting them.

Advertise on th

global romantic blogger pain | MetaFilter
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It appears that the artists borrowed only a few sentences, at most, per blog,
for a non-commercial (artistic) purpose; seems like fair use to me.
posted by jayder at 6:25 PM PST on February 15

Sorry, BobsterLobster, I read and replied to your comment too quickly. It
just occurred to me that whether or not it is fair use doesn't really address
the moral aspect of what the artists did.
posted by jayder at 6:26 PM PST on February 15

I don't understand this at all.
Is that the point?
posted by ph00dz at 6:45 PM PST on February 15

Were we really this dimwitted when we were teenagers? Adults get accused
of not remembering what it's like to be young. Maybe that's a good thing.
posted by slatternus at 7:53 PM PST on February 15

i love this--it's so random, yet similar. : >
posted by amberglow at 8:38 PM PST on February 15

It seems that they're collecting blog entries with the phrase 'broke up' in
them -- which means that it's narrowing the database down to a particular
subset of people comfortable enough to use it, or even write about it...
posted by provolot at 9:33 PM PST on February 15

You're all so cynical. It's interesting, fun to use, pretty to look at. Why not?
posted by yevge at 1:30 AM PST on February 16

Metafilter loves to hate.
posted by erebora at 8:23 AM PST on February 16

I give it 2 days max before Google or Yahoo make these guys job offers as
interface artists. Cause, you know... RSS just isn't *fun* enough, dammit!
posted by idontlikewords at 10:19 AM PST on February 16
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